
AP Chem Formulas ønd Reøctions Packet! Name: I
L. Formula Writing Practice: Write the missing name or formula:

(Rule of thumb: formulas are usually only two words long.)
(Make sure you are naming it according to the correct system: ionic, covalent, acid.)
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3. Fill in the missing name or formula for each element, compound, or ion
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tgallium isn't on your ion sheet, but you can figure out the charge based on its position on the periodic table!
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3. Reactions Practice Part I Name
(We'll do a few of these in
Write a chemical equation
If a reaction is "N.R." you

1. Acetylene gas (CrHr) is combusted in air

2. Nitrogen and oxygen react at high temperature (Show two possible reactions)

a N +
ll')

3. Solutions of aluminum nitrate and sodium carbonate are mixed.

5. A piece of nickel is dropped into a solution of zinc sulfate.
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9. Potassium is dropped into water.
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4. Chlorine gas is bubbled through a solution of sodium iodide. @L)

Cll ,gl Tcaç) )l'JøCl t oq) + Tz rs)

6. A piece of calcium is placed in a crucible, and is heated until it starts burning

7. A heated piece of calcium reacts with the nitrogen in the air

;,

8. Solutions of ammonium carbonate and perchloric acid are mixed.
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11. A piece of iron is dropped into a solution of hydrochloric acid. A solution forms
(Note: Fe*2(uq) ion is usually a pale green. Fe*3(uq) ion is usually orange.

Fe cs) J-Hu, a¿Ð Fe C"02 (a4) +

10. Tin is dropped into water

+
12. Solutions of potassium hydroxide and nitrous acid are mixed.

13. A piece of zinc is dropped into a solution of feric nitrate

KOH (q.) + tlNOr eÐ -+. /lz2rn + KAJ 2ztaq)
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4. Reactions Practice Part II.
Write a chemical equation for each reaction. Balance and show phase subscripts. Two are N.R.
If a reaction is "N.R." you still need to write formulas for reactants, with an arrow going to NR.

1. Fluorine gas is bubbled through a solution of lithium bromide

Fz cÐ + À Li brrnr¡' À LiF cql " D ra k )
2. Solid iodine is stirred into a solution of lithium fluoride.
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3. Solid lithium carbonate is added to a solution of bromic acid

4. Solutions of sodium hydroxide and bromous acid are mixed.

5. A piece of magnesium is placed into a solution of chromium (III) sulfate

8. Sulfur is burned in air. (Show two possible reactions)
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12. Liquid cyclohexene (CuH,o) is combusted in air
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N a7H øa1 * H Dr2Tcoq¡å Na7rØ,(q)* ÞlzO¡¿1
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6. Bromine reacts with iron powder. (Show the two possible balanced equations, depending on the charge of
iron that forms).

7. Coal (carbon) burns in a power plant.

CcÐ+ 0a cfl C2argl

Scst+ tryt- S2ae u 25rs) *3àq àzSØq)
9. Calcium metal is dropped into water.

Cns)+ AÈeorn + Ca(o{)a +

10. Solutions of magnesium chlori
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11. Solutions of lithium phosphate
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Write a net ionic equation for each reaction, including subscripts. Balance at least reactions 1-10.
Note: Not all reactions will have compounds that should be split up! Only aqueous ionic compounds and
aqueous strong acids should be split up into ions. (Assume that all acids given in this part are strong acids)
None of these are N.R. For the starred (t) reactions, fill in the blanks to indicate the substance oxidized (if
any), the substance reduced (if any), and the overall # of electrons transferred (if any).

*1. Solutions of magnesium sulfate and potassium phosphate are mixed. #e-
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*5. Fluorine gas is bubbled through a utton
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*6. A piece ofzinc is added to aqueous nitric acid #e- 7
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*7, A freshly cut of sodium reacts with the oxygen in the air
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t8. Magnesium powder is added to water. ox
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*10. A piece of nickel is added to a solution of tin (IV) nitrate,
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Reactions Practice Part IIIrContinued. (Same instructions as the previous page

*11. Hydrobromic acid and sodium hydroxide solutions are mixed.

ÅBrcr¡ * Nqo ¡lr -) l|z2kt+ ÑaBr. øq)
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*15. A solution of hydrobromic acid is poured onto calcium carbonate powder
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L4. Solutions of hydrochloric acid and sodium carbonate are mixed.
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816. A solution of hydrobromic acid is poured onto magnesium powder

2H Aqaq) + lø9 ð) + E re rae
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*L7. Solutions of hydroiodic acid and lead (II) nitrate are mixed
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*19. Bromine reacts with sodium

*20. A piece of zinc is added to a solution of iron (III) sulfate
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